Decentralized systems have attracted much interest in several situations as information processing is done in a distributed and collaborative manner. Following these strategies, a set of spatially distributed agents who are linked to each other form an adaptive network. These nodes or agents of 5 the network have local interactions with other agents which enable them to have cooperation. The performance of these self-organized networks depends on the learning abilities and the localized cooperation of the interconnected nodes. In these types of networks, each agent can communicate and share information with its neighboring nodes. As a result of this cooperation and 10 information sharing, the agents can solve particular tasks or optimization problems (such as estimating unknown parameters, tracking objects, etc). Several strategies have been proposed for distributed information processing over networks, such as incremental [5, 37, 24, 31, 6] , consensus [16, 8, 33, 32] and diffusion strategies [14, 13, 29, 25, 35, 27] . In the incremental strategy, 15 a Hamiltonian cycle has to be determined across the nodes of the network, which is generally an NP-hard task [22]. Therefore, topology changes in the network over time presents a considerable obstacle for incremental methods. On the contrary, it has been shown that among these strategies, diffusion algorithm is robust, scalable, and capable of real-time adaptation and learning. 20 65 in a cooperative network. They proposed a game-theoretic approach to help the agents decide about their activation based on the trade-off between their contribution and energy expenditure over a single task network.
Abstract
The emergence of distributed and complex networks has altered the field of information and data processing in the past few years. In distributed networks, the connected neighboring nodes can cooperate and share information with each other in order to solve particular tasks. However, in many applications the agents might be reluctant to share their true data with all their neighbors due to privacy and security constraints. In this paper, we study the performance of multitask distributed networks where sharing genuine information is subject to a cost. We formulate an information credibility model which results in the probability of sharing genuine information at each time instant according to the cost. Each agent then shares its true information with only a subset of its neighbors while sending fabricated data to the rest according to this probability. This behavior can affect the performance of the whole network in an adverse manner especially in cases where the cost is high. To overcome this problem, we propose an adaptive reputation protocol which enables the agents to evaluate the behavior of their neighbors over time and select the most reputable subset of neighbors to share genuine information with. We provide an extensive simulation-based analysis to compare the performance of the proposed method with several other distributed learning strategies. The results show that the proposed method outperforms the other learning strategies and enables the network to have a superior performance especially when the cost of sharing genuine information is high.
Diffusion strategies have also superior performance and stability compared to consensus methods in data processing applications [35, 38] .
The diffusion strategy and its performance has been studied extensively in several scenarios [14, 35, 28] . In most of the prior studies, it is assumed that the agents are genuine, trustworthy and obey certain distributed in- 25 formation sharing protocols which may be a strong limitation in real-world applications [14, 38, 11, 12] . Although sharing genuine information and being cooperative is an essential element for the efficiency of these networks, there are many types of cooperative networks (such as online social networks, websites, and social forums) where some of the agents might disobey the protocols, stop cooperating, or feed others with malicious and misleading information [39, 40, 41] . One of the reasons causing this behavior is the fact that sharing genuine information can be sensitive due to privacy preservation in several situations [23, 10, 43] . In some other scenarios, selfish agents might prefer to disobey the rules and share misleading information to 35 minimize their own costs as sharing genuine information can be expensive [19, 1, 20] . Moreover, some agents might share misleading information with others in order to obtain an unfair advantage or bias due to their own superior performance. Therefore, it is crucially important to consider the freedom of agents for sharing genuine information in order to analyze the behavior 40 and performance of these networks.
Several research articles in this area have been dedicated to incentive mechanisms that encourage the agents to cooperate with their neighbors. Some of these mechanisms are based on pricing strategies where payments are used to reward or punish the agents for their behavior [26, 4] . These 45 mechanisms might be adequate for some settings, but are not appropriate for several cases where the information is free such as online social networks. Moreover, these systems usually require complex monitoring and accounting infrastructures that results in significant computation costs. In other studies, differential services are considered to reward and punish the agents based on 50 their actions. These services can be provided by a network operator in case of centralized systems [17, 41] . However, as there is no central operator in decentralized systems, differential services are provided by the other agents based on their interactions. In reputation mechanisms, a reputation score is assigned to an agent based on its past behavior with the other agents. How-55 ever, in most of the studies on reputation mechanisms the focus is mainly on practical implementation details [3, 34] . In [39] , the authors studied a network where agents provide different services to their neighbors and designed incentive-compatible rating systems. In another work [40], the authors studied the case where the agents are self-interested and try to minimize their 60 own cost and estimation error over a single task network. In this work, the agents are randomly paired with each other and each agent can share information with only one agent at a time. In [41] , a centralized rating protocol is formulated where all the agents have the incentive to follow the recommended strategy. In [19] , the authors studied energy expenditure of agents nected clusters of nodes with different objectives. To make it more realistic, we remove any presumption about prior clustering information. Specifically, the agents have no former knowledge regarding the cluster that they or their neighbors belong to. Moreover, we do not assume that the objectives of the clusters are necessarily related. Second, we study the case where sharing 75 genuine information is subjected to a cost and each node can decide whether to share genuine or misleading information. To consider this problem in a more generalized way, we allow the nodes to make this decision in a pairwise manner rather than holistic approaches where genuine or false information is sent to all the neighbors. This means that each node can share genuine 80 information with a subset of its neighbors while sending misleading information to the remaining neighbors at each time instant. Third, we define utility functions for sharing genuine and misleading information to obtain a credibility model for the cooperative network. Credibility equilibrium can be found using the model which determines the probability of sharing genuine 85 information for each agent. It is obvious that a low probability of genuine information sharing results in a degraded global benefit for the cooperative network. Lastly, we propose a reputation approach which allows the agents to evaluate the importance of their neighbors for their own estimation task. This is the first time that a reputation protocol has been incorporated in 90 the multitask diffusion strategy. Considering the spontaneous behavior of the nodes and using the reputation scores, each node can select the subset of neighbors to share genuine information with according to the credibility equilibrium. With the help of this dynamic and adaptive protocol, each node would be able to select its most important and trustworthy neighbors to share 95 information with while taking into account its own privacy and cost budgets. Table 1 highlights the differences of our method from the existing works.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our system model and the multitask diffusion adaptation strategy for information processing over the network. In Section 3, we introduce the utility 100 functions and derive the credibility equilibrium. We propose the adaptive reputation protocol for sharing information in Section 4 and provide the simulation results in Section 5. The paper is concluded in Section 6.
System Model
First we provide a summary of some of the main symbols and notations 105 that are used in this article. Other symbols are defined in the context where [14, 38] Set of nodes that belong to cluster q C(k)
The cluster that node k belongs to a k (i)
Weight assigned by node k to the information of node N G (i) The subset that node shares its genuine information with c k Cost of sharing genuine information p i k,G Probability of sharing genuine information for agent k R k (i) Reputation score assigned to node by node k
Network Model
Consider a connected network of N nodes as shown in Figure 1 . As can 110 be seen in this figure, each node k is connected to a number of neighboring nodes represented by N k . Each agent k of the network has access to the scalar measurements d k (i) and a M × 1 regression vector x k (i) with covariance matrix R x,k = Ex k (i)x * k (i) > 0 at every time instant i and M represents the dimension of the problem at hand. It is assumed that each node is interested 115 to estimate a M × 1 unknown parameter vector ω o k that is related to the data {d k (i), x k (i)} via a linear regression model:
where n k (i) is the measurement noise of node k at time instant i. To better understand this linear regression model, we present a physical example from [36] , where a network of agents are spread over a geographical area observing 120 realizations of an auto-regressive (AR) random process d k (i) of order M . The AR process observed by agent k satisfies the model:
where the scalars {α m } are the model parameters that the agents are interested to identify, and n k (i) is the additive noise. The parameters {α m } can be collected into a M × 1 column vector ω o col{α 1 , α 2 , · · · α M } and the 125 past data into a 1 × M regression vector:
Now we can observe that the physical problem in (2) can be rewritten as the linear regression model in (1) . Interested readers can find more examples in [36] . Contrary to the classic single task scenarios where all the agents have the 130 same parameter vector to estimate (i.e. ω o k = ω o for all the nodes in the network), here we consider a multitask case where different clusters of agents have different objectives. We assume that there are Q different clusters in the network where C q represents the nodes that belong to cluster q. The nodes of a cluster follow the same objective:
Note that the nodes of different clusters can be connected and share information with each other without having any prior clustering information. Figure 1 represents an example of such a network. In this network, there are N = 11 nodes in the network belonging to Q = 3 different clusters. In this figure, the solid lines are representative of connections between the nodes 140 in the same cluster while the dashed lines represent the link between the nodes of different clusters. In our model, we consider a general case where some of the nodes (such as node 3 in Figure 1 ) might be loosely connected to the nodes of their cluster. This means that a large portion of the information they receive can be useless and misleading for their own estimation 145 task. Next, we formulate the distributed optimization task over the network to estimate the unknown parameters and introduce the multitask diffusion adaptation strategy to tackle this problem.
Multitask Diffusion Adaptation Strategy
To formulate the multitask diffusion strategy, we associate a local cost 150 function, J k (ω C(k) ), with each node k where C(k) represents the cluster that node k belongs to:
Now, the global cost function which is the aggregation of the nodes' cost functions can be formulated as:
It has been shown that the optimization problem in (6) is strongly convex 155 and second-order differentiable [11] . Therefore, to solve this problem in a distributed manner, we employ the adapt-then-combine (ATC) multitask diffusion strategy [11]:
where ψ k (i) is the intermediate estimate of node k at time i, µ k ≥ 0 is the updating step-size and ω k (i) is the estimation of node k for ω o k at time i. The weights a k (i) in (8) are called combination weights and as can be seen in Figure 2 , each a k (i) is the weight that node k assigns to the information received from node at time instant i. The coefficients a k (i) are the nonnegative elements of the N × N combination matrix A i for each time instant 165 i. Moreover, the combination weights a k (i) must satisfy: It can be observed from equation (8) that in the combination step of the diffusion strategy each node k combines the intermediate estimates of its neighbors ψ (i) to obtain its own estimate at time instant i. However, in the more realistic and challenging scenario where agents are reluctant to 170 share their genuine information with all their neighbors, the received information from a neighboring node might be different from its true estimate ψ (i). In our model, genuine information of each node k refers to its true estimate ψ k (i), which is obtained according to equation (7) and sharing anything rather than ψ k (i) is considered as fabricated information. Now, we need to integrate the information credibility issue and the multitask diffusion concepts. We propose a more general formulation of the ATC strategy to incorporate this idea:
where ψ rec,k (i) is the information received by node k from node at time instant i, and χ (i) is the M × 1 fabricated information shared by node at time instant i. This fabricated data can be anything rather than the true estimate ψ k (i) and can be of various forms such as Gaussian or Chi-square distributions. Moreover, N G (i) represents the subset of node 's neighbors 185 that node shares its genuine information with at time instant i. Since node k is not aware whether the received information is genuine or fabricated, it combines all the received information ψ rec,k (i) from its neighbors via the combination weights according to equation (12) .
It should be noted that there are several ways to design the combina-190 tion weights. It has been shown in [12, 30] that the selection of combination weights a k (i) has a significant impact on the performance of multitask networks. As mentioned earlier, the neighboring nodes might have different objectives which means that they could be exposed to information that is not related to their own objective. Therefore, the combination weights must 195 be designed in a way that helps the nodes to ignore this information that might misdirect them from their task. Hence, it is important to design the combination weights such that they assign a greater weight to neighbors with similar objectives and lower weights to neighbors from different clusters. It has been shown that designing the weights to minimize the instantaneous 200 mean-square deviation (MSD) of the network (which is a metric that measures the error variance of the agents) results in the optimal combination weights as follows [42] :
where ω k (i) ω o k − ω k (i) is the error vector at node k at iteration i and x represents the Euclidean norm of the vector argument x. Then, the 205 combination coefficients a k (i) can be obtained by solving the optimization problem:
The optimal solution can be approximated by [42, 36, 12] : One important observation from (15) is that the combination weights are estimated such that they act as a similarity measure; the nodes allocate 210 higher weights to neighbors with similar objectives while learning to ignore the deceptive information of others. Using this combination method enables the nodes to continuously learn about the objective of their neighbors so that they can distinguish the useful and irrelevant information. Estimating the combination weights in this manner helps the agents to benefit from and share fabricated misleading information. These two strategies can be represented by G and F, respectively. Clearly, this decision by each node k depends on the cost that it has to pay for sharing genuine information, which can be represented by c k . Moreover, the probability of sharing genuine information for agent k at time instant i, represented by p i k,G , depends on this 235 cost.
Since the nodes are connected to, and collaborating with each other the utility of each node depends on the actions and behaviors of other nodes in the network. In other words, we can assume that the benefit of utilizing shared information increases as the number of genuine agents in the network 240 grows. Here we employ a general utility function that has been used widely for distributed networks [7, 20] :
where u k G (n) is the utility function for agent k sharing genuine information, and n is the number of agents sharing genuine information at a specific time instant. Moreover, γ, δ ≥ 0 are constant parameters where δ represents the 245 speed of saturation for genuine information and γ is the maximum utility of the user. It is important to note that the values of the parameters 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 and c k are normalized in our model and can be directly compared to each other in this manner. Although the cost of sharing genuine information c k can vary among the nodes of the network, we assume that c k is the same 250 for all agents and can be replaced by c without loss of generality. Figure 3 shows the characteristics of the utility function for different values of δ. On the other hand, the utility function of an agent k sharing false information, u k F (n), can be formulated as:
It should be noted that p a is the probability of acquiring new information 255 for each agent, which decreases as the information acquisition cost increases. Moreover, the term n + 1 in the first exponent is due to the n genuine agents in the network plus node k's own genuine data that it has access to. Now that the utility function for both genuine and false agents is formulated, we can obtain the average utility for sharing genuine information 260ū G (p G ) over the network:
In a similar way, the average utility for sharing false information,ū F (p G ), can be obtained by:
Therefore, the average utility function of the whole network can be formulated as:
Having defined the utility functions across the network, the probability of sharing genuine information p G at each time instant i can be obtained by a differential equation using evolutionary game theory [15, 20] :
where α is a constant positive variable. It can be observed from (21) that in the cases where the utility of sharing genuine information is higher than 270 the average utility, the probability of sharing genuine information increases over the agents enticing them to be more truthful. To observe the dynamics of the information sharing process, we show the effect of the information sharing cost c on the probability of sharing genuine information p i G in Figure  4 . It can be seen from this figure that increasing the information sharing 275 cost c results in a decrease of probability of sharing genuine information over the agents of the network. This means that there is a trade-off between the cost for sharing genuine information and the chance of receiving truthful and beneficial data among the nodes. Since a low probability of sharing genuine information can result in a degraded benefit of cooperation and the poor 280 performance of the network, it is crucially important to develop a strategy to overcome this problem. In the following section, we propose a reputation protocol to enhance the performance of the adaptive network.
Adaptive Distributed Reputation Protocol
As discussed earlier, the agents of an adaptive distributed network might 285 be inclined to share false and misleading information rather than their genuine data due to several reasons. In Section 3 we studied this behavior and modeled the dynamics of probability of sharing genuine information among the agents. It was observed that several factors such as the high cost of information sharing can contribute to a low probability of sharing truthful 290 information. Therefore, it is important to tackle this obstacle by an adaptive and distributed strategy. Here we propose a reputation scoring method which enables the agents to evaluate the importance of their neighbors for their own estimation task. With the help of this reputation scheme, each agent can summarize the past actions of its neighbors as a reputation score.
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This score is then used to evaluate the importance and truthfulness of each particular neighbor. Using this score, the agents are then able to select a subset of their neighbors that are more beneficial and contributive to them for their own estimation task. As a result, each agent shares its genuine information with this subset of neighbors while sharing false information with 300 the remaining neighbors according to the probability of sharing genuine information p i G .
Reputation Score
Several reputation strategies have been proposed and used in the literature to entice cooperative behavior [18, 34, 9, 21] . According to reputa-305 tion protocols, cooperative and truthful agents have higher reputation scores among the agents while non-cooperative and deceptive agents suffer form a lower reputation score [2]. Among several mechanisms to design reputation scores (such as average and cumulative scores), an exponentially-weighted moving average scheme is more robust to cheating. This is due to the fact that the exponentially-weighted scores allocate higher weights to the recent observations compared to the past actions [18, 40] . For the first time, we propose to utilize such reputation scores in multitask diffusion strategies to help the agents to overcome the destructive effects of misleading information. To design the reputation scores, we follow a similar exponentially-weighted 315 approach that has been proposed in [18] . However the reputation scores here are based on the dynamics of sharing genuine information and the importance and similarity of the received data.
Therefore, we formulate the cooperative reputation score as a smooth exponential moving average which allocates a higher weight to recent activities 320 and a lower weight to the history of the nodes. The reputation score R k (i) that agent k assigns to its neighbor at time i can therefore be formulated as:
where β k ∈ (0, 1) is the smoothing factor that node k uses to control the evolution of the reputation scores. It can be observed from (22) that a higher 325 value of β k results in a higher weight and influence of the past actions. Each node k of the network can then utilize the obtained reputation scores R k (i) of its neighbors at each time instant to evaluate the importance of each particular neighbor for its own estimation task. Using this score, each node k can sort its neighbors so that the nodes with higher reputation scores have 330 a higher rank. Based on this ranking and by considering the probability of sharing genuine information, node k forms a subset of its neighbors to share genuine information with. In particular, node k shares its own genuine information with a subset of its neighbors that have higher reputation scores. These are the nodes that are more beneficial and contributive for the esti-335 mation task of node k. The dynamics of this subset can change over time according to the dynamics of the probability of sharing genuine information p i G . To make sure that none of the agents violate the probability p i G , the maximum number of the agents that each node k can share genuine information with at each time instant should be less than or equal to:
where N max G,k (i) represents the maximum number of neighbors that node k at time instant i can share genuine information with. Moreover, |N k | is the cardinality of the neighbor set N k and the floor function x maps the Algorithm 1 Summary of the proposed multitask genuine information sharing algorithm.
Require: ω k (0) = ψ k (0), for all k
Set the values to model information credibility: p 0 G , γ, δ, p a , c, α for i ≥ 1 do
Step 1: Probability of sharing genuine information-[Section 3]
Step 2: Multitask diffusion strategy-[Section 2.2]
Step 3: Reputation Strategy-[Section 4]
end for real number x to the largest previous integer. ow, at each time instant i each agent k ranks its neighbors according to thNeir reputation scores R k (i) obtained by (22) and share its genuine information with the first N max G,k (i) neighbors that have higher reputation scores. For example, if the probability of sharing genuine information at time i is p i G = 0.5, agent k shares its genuine information with at most half of its neighbors that have higher reputation scores. We will show in Section 5 that by selecting the subset of 350 genuine agents in this manner, the multitask network has better performance compared to other learning strategies. Moreover, it is observed that the performance of the proposed method is comparable to the ideal and unrealistic case where all the agents share genuine information. The summary of the proposed algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. 355 
Numerical Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method and compare it with those of several other diffusion strategies in the case where the agents are subject to a cost for sharing genuine information. As discussed earlier, this cost could be due to several reasons such as privacy 360 preservation, security constraints, or obtaining an unfair bias. This cost results in a selfish behavior among the nodes and can entice them to share false or fabricated data rather than their true information. Utilizing the probability of sharing genuine information formulated in (21) , we studied the performance of different strategies and compared them with the proposed 365 adaptive reputation based method summarized in Algorithm 1.
Simulation Results
Here, the performance of five different learning strategies are evaluated: (a) The non-cooperative method where each agent of the network tries to estimate its own parameter vector without receiving or sharing any infor-370 mation with the other agents. Therefore, the combination matrix A i = I N , which means that there is no aggregation of information from the neighbors in the combination step of the diffusion strategy.
(b) The standard diffusion adaptation algorithm with uniform combination weights a k (i) = 1 |N k | . In this case, each node allocates the same weight to the information received from each of its neighbors without considering the cluster they belong to. (c) The adaptive multitask method without the reputation scheme. In this case, the combination weights are estimated according to equation (15) but each node k selects the subset N k G (i) for sharing genuine information in a random manner rather than using the reputation scores.
(d) The proposed adaptive multitask reputation-based method where both the combination weights and the subsets N k G (i) are selected in the adaptive manner proposed in Algorithm 1.
(e) The adaptive multitask algorithm where all the agents share their 385 true information with their neighbors. Obviously, this is an ideal and unrealistic scenario where all the agents share their genuine data despite its cost. However, we present the results of this unrealistic case only as a benchmark for comparison purposes. Moreover, we compare the aggregated communication cost of the network in this case with the other cases that take into 390 account the cost and probability of sharing genuine information.
In the first simulation setup, we consider a network of N = 18 nodes which consists of Q = 4 different clusters: C 1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, C 2 = {6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, C 3 = {11, 12, 13, 14, 15}, and C 4 = {16, 17, 18}. The agents are connected over an exogenously determined topology shown in Figure 5 . The regression input signals x k (i) are zero-mean Gaussian random vectors of size M × 1 where M = 2. The covariance matrices of the regression signals are considered to be diagonal and are obtained by R x,k = σ 2 x,k I M . Moreover, the measurement noise n k (i) has a Gaussian distribution with zero-mean and variance σ 2 n,k . The values of σ 2 x,k and σ 2 n,k for different nodes of the network are 400 shown in Figure 6 . The unknown parameter vector for each cluster is of size M × 1 and is chosen as:
Moreover, the updating step-size µ k of the diffusion algorithm in (10) is assumed to be the same for all the nodes of the network and is set to µ k = µ = 0.02. The values of the parameters for the adaptive 405 reputation protocol are γ = 1, δ = 0.1, p a = 0.8, α = 1, and β k = β = 0.9. Here, the communication cost c is set to 0.01. Table 2 shows the values of the parameters for the simulation setup in Section 5.1. To study the behavior of different strategies, we evaluate their performance for a wide range of conditions such as different network typologies and different distributions of In the first setting, we assume that the fabricated information χ k (i) shared by node k is drawn randomly from a Gaussian distribution with probability density N ((1, 1) T , I M ). Figure 7 shows the MSD curves of different strategies for this case and the curves are obtained by averaging over 415 100 Monte-Carlo runs. As introduced in equation (13), MSD curves represent the error of the nodes in estimating their objectives, therefore, lower values of MSD mean lower estimation error and better performance. The MSD curves in this figure show that the proposed adaptive reputation-based method outperforms all the other learning strategies as it has a lower MSD. 420 Here, it is interesting to note that the performance of the diffusion method with uniform combination weights is even worse than the case where there is no cooperation. This is due to the fact that by allocating uniform weights to all the neighbors, the nodes are not able to distinguish the nodes from different clusters; therefore, most of them are not successful in their estima-425 tion tasks. Moreover, we can observe that the performance of the proposed method is quite similar to that of the ideal case where all the agents share their true information over time. This implies that with the help of the proposed reputation strategy, the nodes are able to adapt and overcome the adverse effects of the fabricated data. Especially, this reveals the advantage 430 of the proposed method when comparing its aggregated communication cost with the ideal scenario shown in Figure (8)(a) . This figure represents the aggregated communication cost over the network.To obtain this cost for the case where the agents share their true information with probability p i G , we calculate the number of data units shared genuinely over the network and 435 multiply it by the cost of sharing a genuine information unit c at each time instant. Then, this cost is aggregated over time to obtain the whole communication cost spent by the network. Obviously, in the unrealistic case where all the shared information is genuine, the number of all the shared information units is multiplied by cost c at each time instant and the communication 440 cost is much higher as the nodes fail to comply with the probability p i G . In this case, the nodes violate the privacy and security constraints of the network while in the proposed method all the nodes behave in accordance with the existing costs and restrictions. Moreover, Figure 8(b) shows the dynamics of the probability of sharing genuine information p i G . As can be observed 445 from this figure, the initial probability is set to 0.5 and it decreases over time according to equation (21) . Figure (9) shows the evolution of a sample node (node 1) selecting a subset of neighbors with whom to share genuine information at 500 time in- tervals. In this figure, the green arrows represent the nodes that are receiving 450 genuine information from node 1, while red ones show fabricated data from node 1. Additionally, the color of the neighboring nodes at each iteration shows whether they are sending genuine information to node 1 or not. For instance, we observe that at iteration 1000 nodes {2, 4, 5} are sending genuine information to node 1, while nodes {6, 11, 17} are sending fabricated data.
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It should be noted that this information is not available to node 1 and this node selects the subset N 1 G (i) using the reputation scores according to (22). In the previous simulation setup, it is assumed that the fabricated data follows a Gaussian distribution. However, in the real-world scenarios the fabricated or misleading data χ k (i) might not be drawn from any specific 460 distribution such as the Gaussian distribution. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the performance of the different methods for more general cases where the nodes deal with other types of fabricated data. In order to do so, we generate the misleading information χ k (i) using chi-square distributions with various degrees of freedom ν. Figure 10 represents the result where χ k (i) is drawn from a chi-square distribution with degree of freedom ν = 3. The other parameters such as the sharing cost c remain the same. Therefore, the dynamics of p i G and the aggregated communication cost of the network is the same as that in Figure 8 .
The results in Figure 10 reveal that the proposed reputation-based method 470 is robust to various forms of fabricated data while the performance of other leaning strategies might be affected by it. In particular, it can be observed from this figure that the performance of the adaptive multitask algorithm where the subset N k G (i) is randomly selected is adversely affected and is almost the same as the non-cooperative case. 475 
Large Arbitrary Networks
In order to study the performance of the proposed method in more probabilistic cases, we obtained the results for several arbitrary networks with large number of agents. Here we present the results of one of these cases, 480 where a connected network consists of N = 100 nodes in Q = 12 randomly selected clusters where the size of clusters varies from 5 to 18 nodes. Moreover, two arbitrary nodes are connected to each other with a probability of 0.07. The objectives ω o Cq of the clusters are of size 2 × 1 and its entries are shown in Figure 11 . The other parameters of this simulation setup is the 485 same as those in Table 2 . Moreover, the fabricated information χ k (i) shared by node k is drawn randomly from a Gaussian distribution with probability density N ((1, 1) T , I M ). Figure 12 shows the performance of the proposed method as well as the other learning strategies over the large network with arbitrary topology. It can be observed from this figure that our proposed reputation based method has a lower MSD which means that it outperforms the other learning strategies. Moreover, its performance is quite close to the unrealistic case where all the agents are genuine showing the power of the adaptive reputation strategy.
Conclusion
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In this paper, we studied the information credibility over multitask distributed networks where sharing true information is restricted due to privacy and security constraints. Therefore, the agents of the network are only able to share their true data with a subset of their neighbors rather than all of them. We proposed an adaptive reputation strategy which enables the agents 500 to choose this subset of neighbors based on the role they play in their own estimation task. The results showed that our method has a superior performance compared to the other learning methods. Moreover, it was observed that the proposed method is robust to various forms of misleading and fabricated data. This is especially important for the scenarios where the cost of 505 sharing information is high and the nodes are reluctant to share their true data to preserve their security.
